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INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and O a complete discrete valuation ring of
 .characteristic zero with the maximal ideal p and the residue field
 .k s Or p of characteristic p ) 0. R will be used to denote either O or k.
 .Let Q be a connected component AR-component for short of the stable
 .Auslander]Reiten quiver G RG of the group ring RG. Webb showeds
that if the modules in Q do not lie in a block of cyclic defect the tree class
of Q is either a Euclidean diagram or one of the infinite trees
` w xA , B , C , D , and A 19, Theorem A . Moreover Erdmann proved that if` ` ` ` `
R s k is a field of characteristic p and the modules in Q belong to the
w xblock of wild representation type then Q has tree class A 9 . The`
purpose of this note is to show the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let G be a non-cyclic p-group and D the AR-component of
 .G OG containing the tri¨ ial OG-module O . Suppose furthermore, if p s 2s G
 .  .and G is the Klein four group, p / 2 . Then the tree class of D is A .`
It is known that under the assumption of the Theorem the group ring
w xOG is of wild representation type 7 . It is also known that if G is the
 .  .Klein four group and p s 2 , then the tree class of the AR-component
Ä w xcontaining O is D 6, Proposition 3.4 .G 4
 .In Section 3 we prove the theorem in the case G s C = C p: oddp p
 .  .  .and p s p Lemma 3.6 , and in Section 4 we give a complete proof.
The notation is almost standard. All the RG-modules considered here
are R-free and finitely generated over R. If W is a non-projective
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 .indecomposable RG-module, we denote by A W the Auslander]Reiten
 .  .sequence AR-sequence for short 0 ª t W ª M W ª W ª 0, where
 .  .M W is the middle term of A W . It is known that t s V if R s O, and
2  w x.t s V if R s k, where V is the Heller operator see 16, 2 . The trivial
RG-module will be denoted by R . For an OG-module W, the kG-moduleG
WrpW is denoted by W. Concerning some basic facts and terminologies
w xused here, we refer to 3, 10 .
The authors thank Professor T. Okuyama for his helpful advice. In
particular we owe heavily to him the construction of additive functions.
1. PROJECTIVITY OF OG-HOMOMORPHISMS
In this section we let G be a p-group and consider the projectivity of
 .OG-homomorphisms. For OG-modules M and N, set Hom M, N [O G
 .   ..   ..Hom M, N rProj Hom M, N , where Proj Hom M, N is theO G O G O G
set of all projective maps from M to N. We denote by id the identityM
map of the OG-module M.
LEMMA 1.1. Let O be the tri¨ ial OG-module and a g O. Then a ? idG O
 < <.is projecti¨ e if and only if a g G in O.
G . < <Proof. a ? id is projective if and only if a ? id s Tr l ? id s G lO O 1 O
? id for some l g O.O
< <  < < .For any OG-module M, G ? id s G ? id m id is a projective mapM O M
 .by Lemma 1.1. In particular, Hom M, N is a torsion O-module for anyO G
 .OG-modules M and N. For an O-module W, we denote by l W the
composition length of W as O-module.
LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a p-group and M a non-projecti¨ e indecomposable
OG-module.
 .1 Let f : M ª O be an OG-homomorphism. If f is projecti¨ e, thenG
 .Im f : p . In particular all projecti¨ e maps from M to O are contained inG
 .p Hom M, O .O G G
 .  .   ..2 rank Hom M, O F l Hom M, O . In particular ifO O G G O G G
 .  .Hom M, O / 0, then Hom M, O / 0.O G G O G G
m
 .Proof. 1 Let 0 ª V O ª OG ª O ª 0 be the projective cover ofG G
O , where m is the augmentation map. Suppose that f is projective. ThenG
f factors through m: OG ª O , that is, f s m( g for some OG-homomor-G
 . phism g : M ª OG. As M is not projective, Im g : J OG s  x yx g G
.  .1 OG q p OG. Hence we see that Im m( g : p .
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 .   ..  .  .2 Since Proj Hom M, O : p Hom M, O by 1 , we haveO G G O G G
  ..   .  ..l Hom M , O G l Hom M , O rp Hom M , O sO G G O G G O G G
 .rank Hom M, O .O O G G
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that G is a p-group. Let M be a non-projecti¨ e
indecomposable OG-module and P the projecti¨ e co¨er of M. ThenM
< <   ..   ...rank P F G l Hom M, O q l Hom V M, O . Dually we ha¨eO M O G G O G G
< <   ..   ...rank P F G l Hom O , M q l Hom O , V M .O M O G G O G G
 .Proof. Since Hom OG, O ( O and P is a direct sum of copies ofO G G M
< <  .OG, we have rank P s G rank Hom P , O . Let 0 ª V M ª PO M O O G M G M
ª M ª 0 be the projective cover of M. Considering the long exact
 .  .  .sequence, 0 ª Hom M, O ª Hom P , O ª Hom VM, OO G G O G M G O G G
 .  .ª ??? , we see that rank Hom P , O F rank Hom M, O qO O G M G O O G G
 .  .rank Hom V M , O . From Lemma 1.2 2 , it follows thatO O G G
 .   ..  .rank Hom M, O F l Hom M, O and rank Hom V M, OO O G G O G G O O G G
  ..F l Hom V M, O .O G G
In the rest of this section, let G be a p-group and consider the middle
 .  .term M O of the AR-sequence A O terminating in the trivial OG-G G
 .  < <. < < y1module O . Since End O ( Or G by Lemma 1.1, G p ? idG O G G OG
 . w xgenerates the socle of End O . Following 18, Sect. 6 , we get theO G G
 .AR-sequence A O as pullback of the projective cover of O alongG G
< < y1G p ? id :OG
6 6 6 6
 .0 V O M O O 0G G G
6
6
y1< <G p ?idP.B. O
6 6 6 6
0 V O OG O 0.G G
 .Therefore we may regard M O as a submodule of OG [ OG, that is,G
y1 Ã< <M O s G p 1, G OG .  .G
Ãq x y 1, 0 OG ; OG [ GOG ; OG [ OG, .
xgG
Ã  w x.where G s  x see 12, Sect. 3 .x g G
w x  .LEMMA 1.4 12, Proposition 3.2 . M O is indecomposable.G
< < y1LEMMA 1.5. G p ? id is projecti¨ e.M O .G
 .  .Proof. We regard M O as a submodule of OG [ OG. Let i: M OG G
 .ª OG [ OG be an inclusion map and define f : OG [ OG ª M O asG
y1 Ã ..  < < .  ..follows: f 1, 0 s G p 1, G and f 0, 1 s 0. Then the composition
y1< <map f ( i s G p ? id .M O .G
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  ..    ...  .LEMMA 1.6. End M O rJ End M O ( Or p .O G G O G G
y1 Ã < < .  .Proof. Put a s G p 1, G and L s  x y 1, 0 OG. Let f bex g G
  ..  .  .any element in End M O . Note that M O s a O q L and f L :O G G G
 .L. Put f a s ra q b , with r g O and b g L. Then it follows that
 .Im f y r ? id : L. Hence we see that f y r ? id gM  O . M  O .G G
   ...  .J End M O , since M O is indecomposable by Lemma 1.4.O G G G
Remark. Let D be the AR-component containing O . Then by LemmaG
1.4, O lies at the end of D and the tree class of D is not A`. By LemmaG `
   . .. 2   . ..1.6, the length of rad Hom M O , O rrad Hom M O , O asO G G G O G G G
  ..  .End M O -module and that as End O -module are the same.O G G O G G
Hence the tree class of D is not B or C .` `
2. ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS
 .Let G be a general finite group and Q an AR-component of G OG . Ins
this section we construct additive functions on Q. For OG-modules X and
 .   ..  . M, put d X, M s l Hom X, M . Note that d X, M s d X mO G
.  .  .  .M *, O s d O , X * m M and d X , M s d V X , V M sinceG G
 .  .  .Hom X , M ( Hom X m M *, O and Hom X , MO G O G G O G
 . w x( Hom V X, V M 10, III, Lemma 5.12 .O G
g f
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let E : 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 be an exact sequence of
OG-modules and X an OG-module.
 .  .  .  .1 d X, M F d X, L q d X, N .
 .2 Suppose that N is indecomposable and non-projecti¨ e, and that the
 .  .abo¨e exact sequence E is the AR-sequence A N terminating in N. If X
and V X do not ha¨e any indecomposable direct summand isomorphic to N,
 .then the equality holds in 1 .
 .Proof. Concerning the exact sequence E , there is a long exact se-
quence
Vy1 f#y1 y1 y16??? ª Hom V X , L ª Hom V X , M Hom V X , N .  .  .OG O G O G
g# f#dª Hom X , L ª Hom X , M ª Hom X , N .  .  .OG O G O G
ª ??? .
 .1 This follows immediately from this long exact sequence.
 .2 Since X and V X do not have any direct summand isomorphic to
N, Vy1 f# and f# are epimorphisms. Hence we see that d is a zero-map
and g# is a monomorphism.
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Choose and fix an indecomposable OG-module V in Q. Let P be a
minimal p-subgroup such that V x is not projective. Let U be a non-P
2 w xprojective direct summand of V x . Then V U ( U by 4, Lemma 2.5 . ByP
w xthe same argument in 15, Lemma 3 , it follows that for any module M in
Q, U* m M x is not projective. Now we define the function d : Q ª NP U
 4  .j 0 as follows: For an indecomposable module M in Q, let d M sU
 .  y1 .d U, M x q d V U, M x .P P
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.2. 1 For any indecomposable module M in Q, d MU
) 0.
 .  .  .2 d M s d V M .U U
 .  .  .3 Let A M : 0 ª V M ª [a N [ projectives ª M ª 0 beM N
the AR-sequence terminating in M, where N are non-projecti¨ e direct sum-
 .mands in the middle term of A M and a is the multiplicity of N in thisM N
 .  .middle term. Then 2 d M G a d N .U M N U
 .4 If Q does not contain V-periodic modules, then the equality holds
 .in 3 .
Proof. Since U* m M x is not projective for any module M in Q, weP
 .  .   ..see d M s d O , U* m M x q d O , V U* m M x ) 0 by LemmaU G P G P
 . 2  .  .1.3 and 1 follows. As V U ( U, 2 follows. Lemma 2.1 implies 3 and
 .4 .
From Proposition 2.2, we get the following result immediately.
COROLLARY 2.3. If Q does not contain V-periodic modules, then dU
induces an additi¨ e function on the tree class of Q.
When G is a p-group, we also get another additive function easily from
Lemmas 1.3 and 2.1.
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that G is a p-group. Let X be an indecompos-
able OG-module not contained in Q and assume that X * m M is not
 .  .  y1 .projecti¨ e for any module M in Q. Put d M s d X, M q d V X, M .X
 .Then d is an additi¨ e function on Q not necessarily V-periodic .X
 .3. ELEMENTARY ABELIAN GROUPS C = C p : ODDP P
Throughout this section we suppose that p is an odd prime number and
 :  :that G s C = C . Let G s x = y . The aim of this section is to showp p
that the tree class of the AR-component D containing the trivial OG-mod-
ule O is not a Euclidean diagram. Moreover we shall show that ifG
 .  .p s p , then the tree class of D is A .`
 :  :Put X s V O , where O is the trivial O x -module. Letting y act x:  x:
on X trivially, we regard X as OG-module.
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 .LEMMA 3.1. 1 D does not contain X.
 .2 X is not V-periodic.
 .Proof. 1 We may assume that the OG-modules in D are not V-peri-
w xodic. Indeed, if D contains any V-periodic module, then D is a tube by 11
since OG is of wild representation type.
 .  .For an indecomposable module M in D, let d M s d O , M xx  x:  x:
 y1 .  .  .  y1q d V O , M x and d M s d O , M x q d V O , x:  x: y  y:  y:  y:
.M x . Then both d and d are V-periodic additive functions on D by y: x y
 .  .Corollary 2.3. Since d O s d O , it follows that d s d . Now assumex G y G x y
 .  .  y1 .that D contains X. As d X s d O , V O q d V O , V O andx  x:  x:  x:  x:
 .   py1..  y1  py1..  .  .d X s d O , O q d V O , O p ) 2 , we get d Xy  y:  y:  y:  y: x
 ./ d X , a contradiction.y
 . w x2 Since dim X s p y 1, X is not V-periodic by 4 .k
w xUsing the similar argument in the proof of 15, Theorem 2 , we get the
following.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that p is an odd prime number and that G s C =p
C . Then the tree class of D containing the tri¨ ial OG-module O is not ap G
Euclidean diagram.
 .  .  y1 .Proof. Let d M s d X, M q d V X, M for an indecomposableX
module M in D. By Lemma 3.1, X is not contained in D. Since X* m OG
is not projective, X* m M is not projective for any M in D. Hence d isX
 .an additive function on D not necessarily V-periodic by Corollary 2.4.
wNow assume that the tree class of D is Euclidean. Then d is bounded 19,X
x  n .Corollary 2.4 . In particular d V O are bounded and this implies thatX G
n  w x wrank V X are bounded by Lemma 1.3 and X is V-periodic see 8 or 5,O
x.  .Corollary 6.6 . However, this contradicts Lemma 3.1 2 .
 .  .  :  :Next, we consider the case p s p and G s C = C s x = y .p p
 .  .Then the middle term M O of the AR-sequence A O terminating inG G
 .O is regarded as a submodule of OG [ OG, namely, M O sG G
Ã Ã .  .  .p1, G OG q x y 1, 0 OG q y y 1, 0 OG ; OG [ GOG ; OG [ OG,
Ã Ãw x  .  .where G s  x 12, Sect. 3 . Put a s p1, G and L s x y 1, 0 OGx g G
 .   ..  . q y y 1, 0 OG. Then we have a OG q p M O rp M O ( k , L qG G G
 ..  .p M O rp M O ( Vk and M O ( k [ Vk . We define r g .G G G G G G
y1 Ã  ..  .  .  .End M O as follows: For m g M O , r m s m p G y p1 . NoteO G G G
Ã 2 .  .that r a s G y p 1, 0 .
  ..  .LEMMA 3.3. For f g End M O , let f a s ra q b , with r g O andO G G
   ...  .b g L. Then f g J End M O if and only if r g p .O G G
Proof. The statement follows by Lemma 1.6.
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  ..LEMMA 3.4. r represents the AR-sequence A M O terminating inG
 .M O .G
Proof. First we consider r : M O ª M O . Since M O ( k [ .  .  .G G G G
<Vk and Im r s Soc Vk , r is not projective. Hence r is not projec-kG GG
   ...tive. So it is enough to show that r is contained in Soc End M O .O G G
   ...We shall show that for any f g J End M O , f ( r is projective. LetO G G
 .  .  . f a s ra q b , 0 g OG [ OG, with r g O and b g x y 1 OG q y
.    ...  .y 1 OG. Since f g J End M O , we have r g p by Lemma 3.3. AsO G G
 .  ..  .  2 .  .ab s p b , 0 , we have pf b , 0 s f a b s rab q b , 0 s rp b , 0 q
 2 .  ..  . y1 2 .b , 0 and f b , 0 s r b , 0 q p b , 0 . In particular we get
Ã 2 Ã 2 y1 2 Ã 2 .  ..  .   . .f ( r a s f G y p 1, 0 s r G y p 1, 0 q p yp G y p 1 , 0 s
Ã 2 . .  .  .r y p G y p 1, 0 . Since r y p g p and r L : pL, we see that
 .Im f ( r : pM O and f ( r is projective by Lemma 1.5.G
 .  .LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that G s C = C and p s p . Then the AR-se-p p
  ..  .  .quence A M O modulo p is the direct sum of the AR-sequence A kG G
terminating in the tri¨ ial kG-module k and a split sequence 0 ª Vk ªG G
Vk [ Vk ª Vk ª 0.G G G
w x   ..Proof. Following 18, Sect. 6 , we get the AR-sequence A M O asG
 .pullback of the projective cover of M O along r by Lemma 3.4:G
6 6 6 6
 .   ..  .0 V M O M M O M O 0G G G
6 6
rP.B.
h6 6 6 .  .0 V M O OG [ OG [ OG 6 M O 0,G G
Ã .  .  .where h maps s, t, u in OG [ OG [ OG to p1, G s q x y 1, 0 t q
 .  .  .y y 1, 0 u in M O . Consider this pullback diagram modulo p :G
26 6 6 60 Vk [ V k M M O k [ Vk 0 . .G G G G G
6 6
rP.B.
h26 6 60 Vk [ V k kG [ kG [ kG 6 k [ Vk 0.G G G G
Then the above pullback diagram is regarded as direct sum of the follow-
ing two pullback diagrams
k VkG G
6 6
< <r rk V kand
< <h hkG[k G k G6 6
kG [ kG Vk kG k .G G
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< <  .Since r is not a zero-map, r represents the AR-sequence A k .k k GG G
<As r is a zero-map, the pullback of the projective cover of k alongV k GG
<r is split.V kG
Now we are ready to show the following.
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that G s C = C p: odd and p s p . Thenp p
the tree class of D is A .`
Proof. By the remark following Lemma 1.6, the tree class of D is not
B , C , or A`. Also by Lemma 3.2, the tree class of D is not a Euclidean` ` `
w xdiagram. Hence from 19, Theorem A , it is enough to show that the tree
  ..  .class of D is not D . Let A M O : 0 ª V M O ª N [ V O ª` G G G
 .  .M O ª 0 be the AR-sequence terminating in M O , with some OG-G G
  ..  .module N. Since the AR-sequence A M O modulo p is the directG
 .sum of the AR-sequence A k and a split sequence 0 ª Vk ª Vk [G G G
Vk ª Vk ª 0, it follows that N ( Vk [ W, where W is the middleG G G
 .  .term of the AR-sequence A k . Since G s C = C p: odd , W isG p p
 w x w x.indecomposable see 19 or 13 .
We show that N is indecomposable. Suppose to the contrary that N is
decomposable. We may assume that N ( N [ N with N ( Vk and1 2 1 G
y1  .  .N ( W. Then O-rank of V N is one. As p is odd and p s p , we2 1
have Vy1N ( O . However, this means that the tree class of D is B , a1 G `
contradiction.
Now we have seen that N is indecomposable and therefore the tree
class of D is not D .`
4. PROOF OF THEOREM
We consider the following assumption.
G is a non-cyclic p-group, and one of the following i or ii holds: .  .
a .3 >< <i G G p ; ii p p . .  .  .  ./
 .We shall show that under the assumption a , the tree class of the
AR-component D containing the trivial OG-module O is A . ThenG `
together with the result in Section 3 we shall complete a proof of the
Theorem.
 .LEMMA 4.1. Assume a . Then for any indecomposable OG-module M in
 .   ..D, p End M is not contained in Proj End M . In particular theO G O G
 .  .AR-sequences A M are split modulo p for all M in D.
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Proof. Let Q be a maximal subgroup of G. Since G is not cyclic, any
w xindecomposable module M in D has G as vertex by 19, Theorem C .
 . wHence the AR-sequence A M x restricted to Q splits by 17, 2.10Q
x nProposition . This implies that M x has some syzygy V O of O asQ Q Q
< <  2 .  .direct summand. Now we claim that Q g p . Indeed, in case i of the
 . < <  2 .  2 .  . < <  .  2 .assumption a , Q g p : p , while in case ii , Q g p : p .
Therefore p ? id n is not projective by Lemma 1.1, and thus p ? id isV O MQ
 .not projective. This yields that pEnd M contains the simple socle ofO G
 .  .  .End M and A M is split modulo p .O G
 .  .Remark. In the case where G s C = C and p s p , Lemma 4.1p p
does not hold. Note that Lemma 3.5 holds even if p s 2. In fact, the
 .  .middle term M O of the AR-sequence A O is isomorphic to theG G
 .  . .radical J OG s p OG q  g y 1 OG of OG, and OG is a directg g G
 y1  ..summand of the middle term of the AR-sequence A V J OG terminat-
y1  .ing in V J OG .
 .  .Suppose that G is the Klein four group and p s 2 . Then there exist
 . wfour OG-modules of O-rank one, say S s O , S , S , and S . Using 1,0 G 1 2 3
x  .  .Theorem 3.6 , we obtain AR-sequences A S s A O m S : 0 ª VS ªj G j j
 .  .  .J OG m S ª S ª 0 j s 0, 1, 2, 3 . In particular we have M S sj j j
 .  .  y1  ..J OG m S ( J OG . Now consider the AR-sequence A V J OG : 0j
 .  y1  .. y1  .ª J OG ª M V J OG ª V J OG ª 0. Since the AR-sequence
 .  .A O is split modulo p , we see that J OG ( k [ Vk . Thus the .G G G
 . y1  .injective hull of J OG is OG [ OG and it follows that rank V J OGO
 y1  ..s 4 and rank M V J OG s 8. This means that O , S , S , S , andO G 1 2 3
 y1  ..OG are the direct summands of M V J OG . Therefore the tree class
Ä wof the AR-component containing the trivial module O is D 6, Proposi-G 4
xtion 3.4 .
w xUsing Lemma 4.1 and the argument in the proof of 19, Theorem A , we
get the following.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Under the assumption a , the tree class of D is not a
Euclidean.
Proof. First we claim that D does not contain the projective module
 .OG. Indeed, for any indecomposable non-projective OG-module M in D,
 .  .the AR-sequences A M are split modulo p by Lemma 4.1. Since both
w xM and V M are projective-free by 10, I, Lemma 17.11 , the middle term of
 .  .the A M module p is also projective-free. Therefore D does not
contain OG.
Now assume that the tree class of D is a Euclidean diagram. Put
 .  .r W s rank W for an OG-module W in D. Since D does not containO
the projective module OG, r is an additive function on D. Hence
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 n 4 w xdim V k is bounded by 19, Corollary 2.4 and O is V-periodic. Sincek G G
w x w xOG is not of finite representation type 7 , D is an infinite tube by 11 , a
contradiction.
Finally, in order to complete the proof of the Theorem, we show the
following.
 .LEMMA 4.3. Under the assumption a , the tree class of D is A .`
wProof. We have only to show that the tree class of D is not D by 19,`
xTheorem A , Lemma 4.2, and the remark following Lemma 1.6. Assume to
the contrary that the tree class is D . Then there exists some indecompos-`
able module S in D such that S is not isomorphic to O and theG
 .  .AR-sequence A S is as follows: 0 ª VS ª M O ª S ª 0. We claimG
that S ( k . Indeed, since M O ( k [ Vk by Lemma 4.1, S is .G G G G
isomorphic to k or Vk . Suppose that S ( Vk . Then we see thatG G G
2VS ( k and k ( V k . However, this forces that G is a cyclic groupG G G
 w x.see, e.g., 14, p. 303, Problem 20 , a contradiction.
wLet Q be any maximal subgroup of G. Since G is a vertex of S by 19,
x  . wTheorem C , the AR-sequence A S x restricted to Q splits 17, 2.10Q
x  .Proposition and we get Sx [ VSx ( M O x ( O [ V O [Q Q G Q Q Q
 .projectives . We distinguish two cases.
< <Case 1. Q ) 2. As rank V O ) 1, it follows that Sx ( O for anyO Q Q Q
maximal subgroup Q of G. This means that G acts trivially on S and S is
isomorphic to O , a contradiction.G
< <  .  .Case 2. Q s 2, that is, G is the Klein four group and p / 2 . The
Klein four group has three non-trivial OG-modules of O-rank one, say
S , S , and S . Let us consider the action of the automorphism group1 2 3
 .  .  .Aut G of G on G OG . Since D contains O , Aut G acts on D. Notes G
 .  4that Aut G acts transitively on the set S , S , S of non-trivial OG-mod-1 2 3
ules of O-rank one. As D contains S ( S for some j, all OG-modules ofj
O-rank one appear as direct summands of the middle term of the AR-
y1 y1  ..  .sequence A V M O terminating in V M O , a contradiction.G G
w xProof of Theorem. By 19, Theorem A , Lemmas 3.6 and 4.3, we
conclude that the tree class of D is A .`
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